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You might have seen tiny homes popping up on the internet and on TV channels. But what is a

tiny home, and why are so many people joining the tiny house movement?Here Is A Preview

Of What You'll Learn...-Where Can U Live?-Should U Build a Tiny House on Foundation or

Should U Build a Tiny House on Wheels?-Should U Build or Buy Your Tiny House?-Much,

much more!

"The book provides concise technical details, accompanied by well-written text...readers will

gain practical technical know-how for becoming knowledgeable in some of the critical factors

important in selecting switchgear, power cables, power transformers, power factor correction,

and calculating short-circuit currents...this book does gives the reader an excellent overview of

the more practical aspects of some medium voltage power distribution components in an

electrical system." - IEEE Electrical Insulation Magazine --This text refers to the paperback

edition.ReviewThis book is a mine of best practice techniques and information for the industrial

electrical engineer, covering power networks and cabling, switchgear, maintenance, and cost-

effective decision-making --This text refers to the paperback edition.Book DescriptionThis book

is a mine of best practice techniques and information for the industrial electrical engineer,

covering power networks and cabling, switchgear, maintenance, and cost-effective decision-

making --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Back CoverThe book provides

technical know-how not covered by most universities and colleges in a subject that is central to

the roles of many electrical engineers in industry, focusing on switchgear, power cables, power

factor correction, and network studies.Readers of this book will discover how to...* Correctly

implement the right type of switchgear for the appropriate application* Economically select and

install the best-suited power cable for a specific application* Evaluate the need for power factor

correction, and successfully implement correction strategies* Implement successful

maintenance strategies and procedures* Effectively use computer simulation techniques to

solve problem areas in your power network* Understand practical power distribution

fundamentals* Determine short-circuit ratings quickly and effectively* Assess the influence of

fault levels on switchgear ratings* Select the correct type of switchgear for the right application*

Evaluate the advantages of modern state-of-the-art switchgear protection, including

preventative maintenance information* Recognize the different applications for various cable

insulation types* Know when and how to use single core cables versus three core cables*

Specify correct power cable installation methods* Correctly utilize and protect power

transformers* Assess and specify correct grounding throughout your electrical network*

Determine the need for Power Factor Correction (PFC) for your environment* Assess the

economic justification for installing PFC equipment* Correctly specify PFC equipment and be

aware of practical consequences* Confidently use computer simulation software to solve and

predict power network problems|The book provides technical know-how not covered by most

universities and colleges in a subject that is central to the roles of many electrical engineers in

industry, focusing on switchgear, power cables, power factor correction, and network

studies.Readers of this book will discover how to...* Correctly implement the right type of

switchgear for the appropriate application* Economically select and install the best-suited

power cable for a specific application* Evaluate the need for power factor correction, and

successfully implement correction strategies* Implement successful maintenance strategies



and procedures* Effectively use computer simulation techniques to solve problem areas in your

power network* Understand practical power distribution fundamentals* Determine short-circuit

ratings quickly and effectively* Assess the influence of fault levels on switchgear ratings* Select

the correct type of switchgear for the right application* Evaluate the advantages of modern

state-of-the-art switchgear protection, including preventative maintenance information*

Recognize the different applications for various cable insulation types* Know when and how to

use single core cables versus three core cables* Specify correct power cable installation

methods* Correctly utilize and protect power transformers* Assess and specify correct

grounding throughout your electrical network* Determine the need for Power Factor Correction

(PFC) for your environment* Assess the economic justification for installing PFC equipment*

Correctly specify PFC equipment and be aware of practical consequences* Confidently use

computer simulation software to solve and predict power network problems --This text refers to

the paperback edition.About the AuthorCobus Strauss has worked as a professional project

engineer for the past fifteen years mainly in the mining and petrochemical industries. He

currently consults to a wide variety of clients in the mining industry and has a particular interest

in substation automation as a result of his work in automating the electrical networks of a

number of large companies. He has lectured for IDC Technologies in Australia, South Africa

and New Zealand. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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The book by Jan De Kock has a rating of  5 out of 1.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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